As we travelled the country visiting our customers, one thing became clear.

**There is a gap in the market when it comes to small meeting room screens.** We believe we have accomplished this in a great system, that even I can set up by myself in three minutes.”

- Todd Liedahl, managing director AV Stumpfl Inc.

**MONOLYTE**

**MOBILE UNIBODY SCREEN SYSTEM**

“...
1. Scope of delivery:
Monolyte frame with snap joints and integrated legs, screen material, bag for projection screen, case (softbag with wheels, frame bag or flight case), manual, skirt

2. Folded Monolyte frame. High precision extruded aluminum profiles and snap joints define the skeleton of the projection screen. No parts can get lost and set up is intuitive.

3. Set the screen so that the legs are placed towards the ground.

4. Unfold the frame along the horizontal bars. The snap joints will engage automatically.

5. Unfold the leg elements to both sides and close the hinges.

6. Lay out the surface on the frame with the label “OBEN-TOP” corresponding with the upper frame bar.

7. Press on the projection surface by starting at one corner and fasten the buttons one by one.

8. Put the screen upright, unfold the rear leg bars and lock the hinges.

9. Unpack the skirt and attach it to the double studs on the bottom of the projection surface and along the lateral sides of the legs.

Monolyte is available in different standard sizes.